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DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OF EVANGELICAL TRUTHS AND THE UNITY OF THE CHURCH,

"If ye Keep My Commandments ye shall Abide in My Love."—Jesus.
VOL.

II.

WHITE PIGEON, MICH., NOVEMBER 1, 1888.

ACTS O F B E N E V O L E N C E .

For the Evangelical Visitor.

T H E L O R D ' S SUPPER.
A traveler through a dusty road
Strewed acorns on the lea;
And one took root and sprouted up
And grew into a tree.
. Love sought its shade at eveningtime,
To breathe its early vows;
And age was pleased in heat of noon
To bask beneath its boughs.
T h e dormouse loved its dangling twigs,
The birds sweet music bore,
It stood a glory in its place,
A blessing evermore.

W e continue our subject by taking up
the first part of our assertion, viz: That
the supper eaten by our Savior and His
disciples on the night of his appreliension
was the Paschal supper eaten in the fulfillment of the law. Hence not to be continned tinder the Gospel. It behooved the
Savior, who was an Israelite according to
the flesh, to revere the Law of Moses, and
more especially so, since H e was the
A little spring had lost its way
character
typified by the same. And furAmid the grass and fern ;
thermore
as
the Lord had given no other
A passing stranger scooped a well
written oracles prior to leading His people
Where weary men might turn.
H e walled it in, and h u n g with care
out of bondage: also a death penalty was
A ladle at the brink:
annexed if an Israelite would ignore the
He thought not of the deed he did,
commandments of God, notwithstandBut judged that toil might drink.
ing the law being compulsory and its obH e passed again, and lo! the well
servance obligatory on each Israelite, we
By summer never dried,
Had cooled ten thousand parching tongues, believe the Savior was prompted by a
higher motive in observing the same than
And saved a life beside.
mere compulsion. For He said, " W i t h
A dreamer dropped a random thought,
desire I have desired to eat this passover
'Twas old and yet 'twas new,
with you before I suffer" (Luke 22:15),
A simple fancy of the brain-;
But strong in being true.
showing that love prompted Him to obIt shone upon a genial m i n d ;
serve the same. The following verse shows
A u d i o ! its light became
that H e was accustomed to observe the
A lamp of light, a beacon ray,
passover, " For I say unto you, I will not
A monitory flame.
any more eat thereof until it be fulfilled in
The thought was small, its issue great,
the kingdom ol G o d . "
A watchfire on the hill.
It sheds its radiance far adown,
And cheers the valley still.
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with the twelve. And as they did eat", etc.
Let us notice that the entire transaction
was real and Jesus did eat the passover,
Mark 14:12: " A n d the first day of unleavened bread, when they killed the
passover,
his disciples said unto him,
Where wilt thou that we go and prepare
that thou mayest eat the
passover?
Verses 14—16: " T h e Master saith, W h e r e
is the guest-chamber where I shall eat the
passover with my disciples ? * * * * there
make ready for us; * * * * and they made
ready the passover!'
Verse 18. " A n d
as they sat and did eat," etc. Luke 22:7:
" Then came the day of unleavened bread
when the passover must be killed. * * * *
Go and prepare us the passover that zee
may cat."
Verse 11: " W h e r e is the
guest-chamber where I shall eat the
passover with my disciples ? '' Verse T 3:
And they made ready the
passover."
Verse 15: " W i t h desire I have desired to eat this passover with you before I suffer." The foregoing quotations show clearly that the Savior observed the Paschal supper with His disciples shortly before His suffering. The
question as to the time in which He celebrated the Paschal meal is too clear to
admit of any quotation; since the candid
readers all agree that it was on the night
of His apprehension. I shall now come
to the second part of my assertion, viz:
That the supper referred to in the 13th
chapter of'John, is the same as the Paschal
Supper referred to by Matthew,
Mark
and Luke. I am well aware that this is
the antagonizing point, a shoal on which
many a little craft to-day is toiling to get
over. T h e above assertion will no doubt
be confronted with the idea that John
does not once mention the eating of the
passover with His disciples, but records
the eating of a special meal apart from
the passover, stating in particular that
this meal was before the feast of the passover.

W e find of no other passover being instituted under the Law than that comA nameless man amid a crowd
manded by Moses, which was to be obThat thronged the daily mart
.
,
served in memory of Israel's deliverance
Let fall a word of hope and love,
from bondage, which also was highly
Unstudied from the heart.
honored by our Savior unto the end. W e
A whisper on the tumult thrown,
therefore consider the matter very clear
A transitory breath.
It raised a brother from t h e dust,
as to where, or under what dispensation
It saved a soul from death.
to place it. W e will now note what the
O germ! O fount! O word of love!
first three evangelists say on the subject.
O thought at random cast!
Matt. 26:17: " W h e r e wilt thou that we
Ye were but little at the first,
prepare for thee to eat the passover?"
But mighty at the last.
MCRAY.
Verses iS—21: " T h e Master saith, My
Taken from the beautiful story of the Bible.
time is at hand; I will keep the passover
-^•-•—^mm
" G R E A T E R love hath no man than this; at thy house with my disciples. And the
that a man lay down his life for his disciples did as Jesus had appointed them;
Let us for a moment consider the peNow culiarity of this evangelist. Whether by
friend."
" Y e are my friends if you do and they made ready the passover.
when the even was come, he sat down peculiar endowment of wisdom, or whether
whatsoever I command y o u . " — J E S U S .
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by inspiration, we notice, however, that ferred, also follows by recording the im- Here we have Christ the antitype and
his record is prolific with instances of portant bearing of the 14th, 15th, 16th great attractive centre towards whom the
which the other evangelists are entirely and 17th chapters on which the other neediesof the former dispensations pointed,
silent. As for instance, the memorable evangelists are silent. See Matthew 26: set forth, and in Him fulfilled- T h e harinterview with Nicodemus; the memora- 34: " T h a t this night before the cock mony of the three dispensations show at
ble feast with its last and great day; the crow thou shalt deny me thrice." Verse once the propriety thereof, and the last
eating of the flesh of the Son of Man; t h e 74, 75: " A n d immediately the cock being the most eventful, shall endure unmaking of more disciples than John the crew. And Peter remembered the word til the King of kings, and Lord of lords,
Baptist; together with the ever instructive of Jesus." Mark 14:30: " T h a t this day, shall appear in clouds a n d great glory,
interview with the woman of Samaria even in this night, before the cock crow where all the saints shall be gathered
and its connections. If we take an impar- twice, thou shalt deny me thrice." Verse home into full anticipation of their hopes.
tial view of all this we can easily reconcile 72: " A n d Peter called to mind the word W e also see the striking analogy in the
the muteness of this, evangelist on the that Jesus said unto him: Before the cock three emblems. T h e saved by the ark
solemnity of the last passover supper; crow twice thou shalt deny m e thrice." looked back to their deliverance- T h e
and since the three evangelists have given Luke 22:34: " T h e cock shall not crow Israelites likewise looked back to their
clearness on that part of the occurrence of this day, before thou shalt thrice deny deliverance. And those who are saved by
that memorable night, John was inspired that thou knowest me." See verse 60 and faith in Christ, when partaking of the
to set forth the otherwise unrecorded oc- 61. John 13:38: " Verily I say unto thee, bread and wine, celebrate their delivercurrence of feet-washing, and the impor- the cock shall not crow, till thou hast de- ance and glorify t h e Lamb slain from t h e
tant lesson set forth therein for all true nied me thrice." 18:27: Peter then de- foundation of the world. See Matt. 26 :
and humble followers of Christ.
nied again; and immediately the cock 26—28. Mark 16:22—24. Luke 22:19,
crew." Observe carefully, John 13:38 20. 1 Cor. 10:16; 11:23—26. Note esW e will now come to a close with this
says, " T h e cock shall not crow until thou pecially the 26th verse, " F o r as often as
part of our subject by referring to Peter's
hast denied me thrice." Remember, this ye eat of this bread and drink of this cup
denial, and t h e crowing of the cock,
was said on the night of feet-washing and ye do show the Lord's death till, he
which will prove to be the link which inthe supper; hence it is clear that it is the come.''
seperably connects the four evangelists in
same narrative set forth by the four sacred
their history of our Savior's last supper
W e draw to a close with our subject by
historians, only that the former three give
with His disciples. Let us therefore conasking the following question: W h e r e is
certain parts of the narrative, and John
sider this very thrilling and memorable
room for another ceremonial meal ? Since
records other parts thereof. Take four
occurrence for a moment, an occurrence
under the new dispensation it is neither
historians of to-day and let them set forth
which took place but once in the history
command, type nor antitype, but as such
a narrative with which they are familiar
of Peter's discipleship with Christ. ( W e
stands isolated from all other Gospel preand the same variation would to some exdoubtless all concur that this signal of
cepts; and not until an unforetold dispentent occur. How much more when inconviction took place but once). Fursation would chance to usher in, will it
spired apostles are moved to set forth the
thermore that it must have occurred on
find place other than the Agappa, or
greatest event of all ages! more especially
one and the same occasion.
(Love-feast), so prominent among the
since the salvation of all mankind deprimitive Christians, which, let us be careNow, dear reader, let us see whether pends upon the same.
ful and not ceremoniously link together
we can not further establish the following
part of our assertion, viz: that " t h e supW e now come to the third and last with the commemorative service.
per referred to in John 13, was the same part of our assertion, viz: That on the
To be followed by vindication and critias that referred to by Matthew, Mark, and same night lie instituted a memorial serv- cism.
Luke."
ice to be observed (not in memory of the
,
»•••« Oil
—.
For the Evangelical Visitor.
Notwithstanding that the former three Israelites deliverance), but in memory of
A F E W W O R D S O F ENCOURrecord it by its ceremonial name and sig- Himself, to be continued till He come.
nification, the latter, only records it by The propriety of such a service will first
AGEMENT.
its common name, and acceptation, name- be considered. It is generally accepted
ly, supper: and the passover being eaten by all Bible readers that there are three
I ofttimes felt, when reading the V I S I in the evening makes it a supper none the dispensations set forth in the sacred vol- TOR, so much encouraged to write more-,—
less. And John calling it a supper does not ume: First the Antediluvian; second the but do not feel myself in place to write; but
at all weaken its paschal bearing or signifi- Mosaic; and third the Gospel dispensa- my desire is to work for the "Blessed Recation. By closely examining the follow- tions. Each of these dispensations have deemer" and for the furtherance of the
ing references, the reader cannot help one eventful occurrence or memorial held VISITOR, and thereby improve myself and
but clearly see that the record of the four in prominence above all others. The an- perhaps be a help to others through my
evangelists is a record of the same night's tediluvian has the ark, prefiguring Christ weakness. I truly thank the Lord for
occurrence; although the first three gos- and salvation by Him; the Mosaic has what I have received, as it does me much
pels relate the import and sacredness of the passover, also a type of Christ as a good to read the letters in the VISITOR and
the "fulfilling of the Law." Matt. 5:7. Savior and deliverer; the gospel dispen- my prayer is to God for more light and
John relates many parts of the cir- sation has t h e antitype in the person of love to do His will. Some of the brethren
cumstance to which none of the others re- Christ, ernblemized by bread and win and sisters who have not; as yet seen th?

-
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For the Evangelical Visitor.
lamps trimmed, our lights burning, waitgood of a church paper may say, ' ' Have
T H E T E N VIRGINS.
ing for the coming of God. If we come
you not the Testament to read ?'' Yes I
to God with an honest and upright heart
have and I do read it, but it makes me
Dear Editor: May God's blessing rest we have the promise that H e will grant us
weep for joy when I think what great reason we have to praise God for such a upon you in your work. T h e V I S I T O R is all needful help; but we must be faithful,
medium through which we can commu- always welcome in our family, and I hope not only have a name that we live, n o t
nicate to each other as brethren and sisters it may accomplish much good. I will only have the appearance of Christians,
through our dear Lord and Savior. But try by the help of God to write a few lines but be true and faithful children of G o d .
alas ! we are not saved by our works, but for t h e columns of the V I S I T O R , on the Remember t h e bridegroom will come.
The day is at hand, let us watch and be
by grace we are saved. " F a i t h without subject of the " T e n Virgins."
works is dead." ""Now faith is the subW e find in the 25th chapter of Matthew sober. W e have a strong invitation to
stance of things hoped for, the evidence these words, " T h e n shall the kingdom ol partake of the water of life freely. R e of things not seen, not by works of right- of heaven be likened unto ten Virgins member, it is without money and without
eousness which we have done, but accor- which took their lamps and went forth to price. Now I think we can see that we
ding to his mercy, he saved us b y the meet the bridegroom; five of them were are not to g o to them that sell it, but to
washing of regeneration and renewing of wise and five were foolish." Now dear go to Christ. H e has purchased us with
the Holy Ghost." O h ! could I persuade readers, brethren and sisters, I have often His own blood and has promised us the
all to come to Jesus! Hope in the prom- thought of those Virgins. W e read five kingdom. W e are heirs of the promise
ises of God is an anchor to the soul. W e were wise and five were foolish. It seems if we are faithful unto the end. Let us
will find by happy experiences that H e is to me that they all belonged to one class: then not be a stumbling-block to ourselves
our shield. I often think how good it is and as they slumbered and slept, they or others, but let us walk in the light as
that we have mouth and wisdom, but we heard the news that the bridegroom was He is in the light, that when the brideshould know what to speak. T h e tongue coming.
They arose and began to groom cometh we may not be shut out.
is a good servant but a very bad master. trim their lamps; but the five that were May the Lord bless these few lines.
One of the most dangerous and pernicious foolish soon found they had no oil, and
N A T H A N B. CASSEL.
evils that we have to guard against is antheir lamps were going out; so they began
New Dundee, Ont.
unruly tongue, and the snares into which to see what they stood in need of, and
we are brought by this little ungovernable they asked for help. They asked the wise
For the Evangelical Visitor.
member are sometimes intolerable to our- saying, " G i v e us of your oil, for 0111
TO T H E AGED.
selves and ruinous to others. If a word lamps are gone o u t . " But the wise saw
has once come out of the mouth, there is they had none to spare, and said, " Go ye
A few words of encouragement to the
no getting it in again, nor any telling where to them that sell, and buy for yourselves."
aged
pilgrims who have stood the storms
it will fly, or what will be made of it, if it And while they were gone the Brideand
weathered
the blasts, who have built
has been spoken unadvisedly.
groom came, and they that were ready—
their house on a solid Rock—the Savior.
the wise—went in with Him to the marI made a short visit to some of my aged
" L o r d , thou hast been our dwelling
riage, and the door was shut. When the
friends and saw how much they stood in
place in all generations. Thou turnest
foolish came, the door was shut and they
need of encouragement. I found a few
many to destruction ; and sayest, Return,
cried, " Lord, Lord, open unto us. But he
near the grave.
They cannot g o to
ye children of m e n . " " T h e y a r e like
answered and said, I know you not." So
prayer-meetings
or
preaching, which was
grass-which groweth up. In the morning
it seems to me, dear brethren and sisters,
their
chief
delight
through
life. One was
it flourisheth and groweth u p ; in the
when I look at the world or worldly proshut off from the world by loss of sight.
evening it is cut down, and withereth. For
fessor, they have of their religion to sell
The minds of others were failing fast, but
all our days are passed away in thy wrath:
and the foolish are ready to buy.
when I spoke words of encouragement
we spend our years as a tale that is told.''
to them their countenances were changed
Let
us
examine
ourselves
closely
and
" A n d when our fleeting days are o'er,
examine that kind of religion closely, and and love beamed forth from the care-worn
And life's last hour draws near,
With still unwearied wing she hastes
see whether it will stand the test when it face. I could say with the Apostle Paul,
To wipe the falling tear."
is tried as by fire. In general those that 1 Cor. 15:58, "Therefore, my beloved
have it to sell make it look as plausible brethren, be ye steadfast, immovable, alUpton, Pa.
SUSAN B. B R E W E R .
and as attractive as they can, so that it ways abounding in the work of the Lord;
will suit the eyes and ears of the foolish; forasmuch as ye know that your labor is
JESUS hath many lovers of his heavenly but I fear when they want to trim their not in vain in the Lord."

kingdom, but few bearers of his cross. lamps they will find they have no oil and
H e hath many desirous of consolation their lamps will go out, and they will be
but few of tribulation. H e findeth many left in darkness, and there will be no adcompanions of his table, but few of his mittance because they will be strangers
abstinence. All desire to rejoice with him, to the covenant of promise and without
few are willing to endure anything for him. hope. But let us who are of the houseMany reverence his miracles, but few fol- hold of faith keep our hearts filled with
low the ignominy of his cross. -^Kempjs. the true love of God. Let lis keep our

\ •

A few more days and your bodies will
rest in the graves. Think on the promises beyond the grave, and do not lament
for what is past, do not lament for what
you could have made better; you cannot
do your work over. The Savior will forgive all. W h e n H e had to give u p His

work on earth, He left it to God and the
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The Prodigal came just as he was, in
Holy Ghost. If your bodies are racked look to the serpent of brass, and be
with pain, think on t h e Savior. H e suf- h e a l e d ? " No one. Each and all of them all his rags, wretchedness, and misery. It
fered before you, H e groaned upon the knew and believed it was lifted up to heal is for you to do the same.
"If you tarry till you're better,
tree for you. Hold fast to love, hope, each and all who were stung, and would
You will never come at'all."
faith, they shall not be taken from you. look to it for healing. And does not JeKnow for your comfort that Christ is
Of the three, love is the greatest, as love sus say, ' 'As Moses lifted up the serpent
came from heaven and died for man. in the wilderness, even so is the Son of your way to God, your only way, the
Love will take you over to the promised man lifted up, that whosoever believeth in true way, the living way, and that no man
land. You shall not be lost. Satan may him should not perish, but have everlast- cometh unto the Father but by Him. By
Him your guilt is cancelled, your sin
tell you the road is narrow and dangerous, ing life?"
atoned
for, your debf paid, the law of
it might be that you will miss it. But JeAre you a man? Then says God, ' ' To
sus has died for you and you have ac- you, O men I call, and my voice is to God magnified, justice satisfied, God glocepted Him.
the sons of men." Do_you belong to the rified, mercy enthroned, and reigning
May you be able to say with Paul: worldl "Behold the Lamb of God who through the righteousness of Christ to
' ' F o r I am now ready to be offered, and taketh away the sin of the zvorld." Are the salvation of all who believe in his
the time of my departure is at hand. I you a sinner ? " I came not," says Christ, name.
have fought a good fight, I have finished " t o call the righteous, but sinners to re- Rest assured, penitent sinners all,
my course, I have kept the faith; hence- pentance, " " t o seek and to save that, " t h o u g h your sins be as scarlet and crimforth there is laid up for me a crown of which was lost." Arc you included in our son," you may say, " h e loved me, and
righteousness, which the Lord, the right- fallen race ? T h e commission given is, gave himself for mcP Hear how the Saveous judge, shall give me at that day; and '' Preach the gospel to every creature; he ior commands his ministering servants,
• not to me only, but unto all them also that believeth shall be saved." Is it not saying, " G o ye into the highways and
that love his appearing." If Paul would written, " H e tasted death for every hedges, into the streets and lanes, and as
not have kept the faith he could not have m a n ; " " .Look unto me, and be ye saved many as ye shall find, both bad and good,
said, " I have fought a good fight." Let all the ends of the e a r t h ; " " T h e Lord is bid to the marriage;" "compel them to
us keep the faith and have our will in sub- long-suffering, not willing that any should come in, that my house may be filled."
perish;" " A s I live, saith the Lord, I
jection to God.
From a S I S T E R .
Could the lips of divine mercy say more
have no pleasure in the death of him that to encourage and constrain every penithat d i e t h " ?
tent soul to say, ' ' He loved me, and gave
' W H O L O V E D M E , A N DG A V E
Thus we see who may and ought to himself for me" ? Is it not God letting
H I M S E L F F O R ME."
adopt the language of the apostle, ' ' H e down to earth the "new Jerusalem," that
loved me, and gave himself for me.'' No all who will may enter into its glory ?
Gal. i: 20.
Have you thus appropriated Christ
one is denied the privilege, but all are invited, yea, even commanded to do so. and his salvation? Have you said, " H e
BY THE LATE REV. JOHN GRAY.
Here is the assurance given us: "This is loved me, and gave himself for me" 1 If
the will of God even your sanctification." not, do it now. Come just as you are. It
Is there to be heard some sin-burdened
—The gates of the refuge city were closed is not your goodness, but your badness
soul, weary and heavy-laden, saying,
against no man-slayer fleeing to it for and-your misery that you are to bring to
" But who may adopt this language, who
safety; nor is the gate of mercy shut Christ, Your lost and perishing condimay thus appropriate Christ, and say,
against any one fleeing to Christ for ' ' ref- tion is all he wants you to bring. This
' He loved me, and gave himself for
recommends you to his mercy and comuge from the wrath to come."
passion. " P i t y brought him down."
W a s not the door of the ark set open
To such a one we would reply by askPaul, who says, " He loved me, and gave
for all who would enter in for safety;
in, Who may not? W h o are forbidden?
himself for me" was of sinners the chief,
" t h e clean and the unclean?" Were any
Are not all invited, yea, verily, combut he obeyed the command of God, "beturned away that came? W e r e not all
manded to do so ? If afraid to lay claim
lieved in the name of His Son Jesus
made welcome to its protection? A n d
to a promise, who can be afraid to obey a
Christ," and was saved, and so may you
shall the type be more excellent than its
command of God ? ' ' This is his commandbe saved.
antitype? No, no, so long as Jesus is to
ment, that we should believe in the
Take him at his word, and you are
be heard saying, ' ' Yet there is r o o m ; "
name of his Son Jesus Christ." Here
" Him that cometh unto me I will in no saved forever; saved with an everlastinglose your burden, and find rest and healsalvation, " a Son of G o d , " and may say
wise cast out."
ing by obeying the command of God.
with admiring joyful confidence, he loved
Nor is this the command of God to Say then, sin-burdened soul, "weary me, and gave himself for me."—Selected
and heavy-laden," say as did the Prodisome, but his command to all and to each
for publication by
gal, " I will arise, and go to my F a t h e r . "
one for himself. None are excluded, none
S A R A H E. S C H L A G E N W E I T .
Come just as you are.
are excused from obeying it. Nor can
" Let not conscience make you linger,
any one find mercy but by doing so.
" I F YE abide in me, and my words
Nor of fitness fondly dream ;
W h o of all that were stung in Israel's
abide in you ye shall ask what we will
All the fitness He requireth
camp was ever heard asking, " M a y I
Is to feel vonr need of Him."
and it shall be done unto y o u . " — J E S U S .

EX^AKG-m^^dxAEx VICTOR..
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alms are come up for a memorial before
O F C O R N E - God. And now send men to Joppa and
call for one Simon, whose surname is
LIUS.
Peter. H e lodgeth with one Simon a
tanner:
whose house is by the seaside;
As intimated at the close of a previous
article, we will now offer a few thoughts he shall tell thee what thou oughtest to
do."
on this man's conversion.
Let us here particularly notice the subThe term conversion, in its most extensive sense simply implies a change, missiveness, the obedience, and the care
that is, a change of condition, and not with which Cornelius carried out these inof substance. F o r example, water may structions. " Now send men to Joppa,"
be converted into ice; logs may be con- about thirty miles distant. It was late in
verted into lumber; wheat into bread, etc. the afternoon when the angel departed,
But when we speak of the conversion of a and very likely he got his men ready and
man in a Scriptural sense, we mean that started them in the evening, or at least
his heart, or rather that his mind has un- early next morning, for we learn they
dergone a change. Such a man believes reached Joppa about noon that .day.
differe.itly from what he did before. H e
Cornelius might have reasoned this
sees things in a different light from what way:—"Can not an angel from heaven
he did formerly, and as a natural conse- better tell me what I ought to do, than
quence he acts differently, and moves in any man in that little town, Joppa over
a different sphere.
there? Possibly, I have only been dream-

THE

CONVERSION

ing this thing," But no. H e was sure he
was wide awake all the time. It was a
reality! But, knowing that it was a reality, and not more strictly impressed
with the importance of obedience, than
many seekers of salvation are, he might
have begun to reason thus with himsell:
'' The angel is gone now, and it is late in
the day, the men are tired of their work,
and to-morrow's task is already assigned
to them, I can see no particular cause for
Before Christ's incarnation, many died haste in the matter of sending for Peter,
who had lived in the same spiritual con- so I will just put it off for two or three
dition that Cornelius did before hearing days. It will be all the same in the end."
Peter preach. W h a t shall we think of
Again, he might have thought: " O n e
their condition after death? Likely these man is enough to g o and invite Peter. I
were they to whom Christ preached in will send him a few lines with my signet
prison (i Peter 3:19), and that they were attached; so that he can not doubt, and
then released. Now suppose that in our of course he will come, when he is told
day such devout and God-fearing men as about the angel.
Cornelius and the eunuch were, die, withOr again, Cornelius might have planned
out hearing the Gospel; is there a way the trip differently from the angel's infor their salvation? It seems reasonable structions. H e might have soliloquized
that there should be, but we leave these thus: " It is about thirty miles to Joppa,
mysteries with the Lord, where they just an easy day's drive. It will be a
rightly belong. This much however we pleasure for me to have my best team
know* that if saved at all, they can only hitched to the carriage, and to drive over
be saved by the atoning blood of Jesus. there myself. Peter will be all the more
For there is none other name under honored if I thus come for him myself."
heaven, given among men whereby we
But seemingly no such thoughts troubmust be saved." Acts 4:12.
led the mind of Cornelius. H e sent the
But, to return to our subject. W e say men immediately. All other business had
that Cornelius was converted to God, but to give way to this mission. H e sent
not fully saved, and therefore the angel three men—one more than the minimum
appears to him; and although frightened, limit of the angel's instructions—and no
he inquires, " L o r d , what is it? T h e an- doubt the most sensible and faithful ones
gel tells him, " T h y prayer, and thine he had. Whether by carriage or on foot,

Now as to the conversion of Cornelius,
it seems clear that such a change had
taken place with him before the angel appeared to him. Just when, or how, his
conversion to God took place, we have
no means of knowing. The same is true
of the Ethiopian eunuch. Although both
were converted, their conversion was not
unto full salvation. There was a lack—
there was something wanting to bring
them into the covenant of free grace.
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we are not told; but we know that on
their return, the company consisted of
ten men—Peter, six other brethren from
Joppa, and the three messengers.
The foregoing thoughts are given to
show the faithfulness and obedience of
Cornelius as a child of God. H e very
well knew, that strict obedience—without
asking any questions—was required of
the soldiers under his command; and so
he must be himself, when instructed by a
messenger directly from the Almighty.
In this connection, an incident or two
may appropriately be given, to show the
absolute necessity of strict obedience on
the part of the penitent, who is weary
and " h e a v y laden," and is longing for
rest. Such a one prays to God as Cornelius prayed. H e prays for light, and
he prays for deliverance. The Lord hears
his prayers and sends a messenger. N o t
always in bodily shape and visible to the
natural eye, but one who inwardly instructs what to do, as the first step towards his acceptance with God. It is
right here that strict obedience is an absolute necessity. Cornelius set a noble example in this respect.
W e now come to the incidents, and
very small and insignificant they sometimes
seem to be; and yet such things do block
the way to the salvation of thousands of
souls.
A good many years ago, a man filled
a county office, as " Director of the Poor."
There were three such officers. These
constituted " T h e Board." It was t h e
youngest of the three, and junior member
of the Board we more particulraly speak of
here. H e belonged to no church. T h e
two elder members belonged to the L u theran church.
It was the duty of these men to make
monthly visits to the " P o o r H o u s e , "
meeting there on stated days, overseeing
matters in general, and giving directions
to the steward, etc. This generally occupied a good part of a day; and of
course a good dinner was prepared by
the steward's family for these three men
and themselves, and for the doctor of the
poor, who was always present at these
meetings.
On taking their seats at the table, not
a word was said about giving thanks, and
asking a blessing, but instead, only light,
trifling, worldly talk. Well, it so happened that the youngest member became penitent in the interim of two meet.
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ings, and set his face Zionward. H e
erected a family altar, and gave thanks at
meals. Then this spiritual heavenly messenger said to him, Now when you meet
your colleagues again at the " Poor
H o u s e , " you must confess Christ by telling them of your outset for glory, and
further, when sitting down to the table
with them, by saying, '' Now we will give
thanks to our Heavenly Father, and ask
His blessing."

^IBfTOK..
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EXPERIENCE.
The natural man discerneth not t h e
things of the spirit, i Cor. 2.T4.
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OBEDIENCE.
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than t h e fat of
rams. For rebellion is as the sin of
witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry. 1 Sam. 15:22,23.

Therefore God gave us His Holy W o r d
which is Spirit, and Life, and Light, and
in T h y light we shall see light.
Obedience is compliance with a comA man or woman must first be moved
by the Holy Spirit, (Acts 16:14). If a mand. It may be either from our Father
soul once enlightened, either by reading in heaven, or from such who have minor
the W o r d , or by preaching, or by the authority over us. %ut the obedience
Poor, weak, mortal! For lack of a lit- testimony of some living witness (2 Pet. which here is in view is that pertaining to
tle faith, he disobeyed, and so for the 1:21), of the truth of the word, then the our Heavenly father.
Obedience is a token of love, and if we
time being, fell back again to the beg- word teaches (Heb. 3:7,8), " T o - d a y if ye
have
love for the authority over us, we will
garly elements of this world.
will hear His voice, harden not your
obey the same in whatever H e bids us;
heart."
If
the
enlightened
soul
obey,
Another instance briefly told, was as
for the Master said, " H e that loveth me
follows: A man in Pennsylvania was for and seek after more light, which is its
keepeth my commandments."
duty,
God
will
wonderfully
open
his
spiritquite a time deeply convicted of sin, and
T h e Prophet Isaiah, after admonishing
ual
eyes
to
see
his
unworthiness,
and
in great agony of mind for his salvation,
the
people to a cleansing and putting
need
of
Him.
Thanks
to
the
Lord
for
His
but failed of the blessing sought.
wonderful love, to me, even me. His light away their evils from before the eyes of
W h e n closely pressed for the cause of
revealed to me the need of a merciful God the Almighty, said, " I f ye be willing and
his failure, he said, that a good while ago,
and Savior, who in His love and power, obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land;
he took a horseshoe nail from a smith's
caused me to feel and see my sins, and but if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be deshoeing box, without his knowledge, and
the darkness I was in. W h a t a guilty voured with the sword," showing that
that now that smith was living far out
conscience! It troubled me day and night. by obedience we enjoy the peace and
west, and he could not restore the nail to
I saw no way of escape- T h e sins by words blessing of God, while by disobedience
him.
and deeds could not be recalled. They our portion will be the curse and disBut we return to the subject. Peter stood before me, even the sins committed pleasure of Him who ruleth and reigneth
was sent for according to directions by in childhood, long since forgotten, now over all.
the angel; and on preaching to them stood before me revealed by the power of
T h e one to whom the Prophet Samuel
Christ crucified and risen again, the God. This brought forth godly sorrow. spoke was not obedient; he did not smite
Holy Ghost fell on Cornelius and on all (2 Cor. 7:10). There I learned to know the Amalekites and all they had; he spared
God in power and wisdom, who knows the king, and brought with him of the
them, that heard the Word.
and sees all things, in whom I did not sheep and the oxen to sacrifice unto the
Although Cornelius was converted bebelieve, nor did I know Him. Now I had Lord God.
fore the angel appeared to him, and likely
to pass judgment upon myself that I was
H e persisted in having obeyed the
he had been so for years, but his converguilty of condemnation in the sight oi command of the Lord; but Samuel plainly
sion was not unto salvation, as we learn
God. In this condition, by the help oi tells him, "Because thou hast rejected
from the 14th verse in the next chapter.
God, I forgot all of self only my sins. It the word of the Lord, he has also rejected
A further and more thorough conversion
was m y desire, by day and by night that thee from being k i n g . " T h e above then
was necessary, namely, a conversion to
the Lord in His mercy would take my being an example of the fruits of disobedithe Christian faith. This he experienced
burden of sins from me. All other will 1 ence, and disobedience being sin, we rein believing the words preached by Peter.
left to the Lord's will. Then with an empty ceive the wages of sin which is death;
Whatever he may have believed before heart and a thirsting soul, I looked to
and since
this, with regard to the resurrection of Jesus and plead for mercy in Him and
" 'Tis not all of life to live,
the dead, of future rewards and punish- His righteousness. (John 1:29.) In faith
Nor all of death to die."
ments, or of a Messiah, he was now fully I looked to the " L a m b of God, which
we, as those who have in view the
persuaded that Jesus was the Son of God, taketh away the sin of the world," from
gift of God which is eternal life, should
and Savior of the world, and could re- those who come emptied of all self and
be obedient in whatever we are comjoice in being washed in His blood.
who seek salvation only through the blood manded in God's word, and also by his
But what nozv of his office as centurion? of the Lamb. Then did the Lord hear my spirit, and thus walk after the Lord our
John the Baptist (Luke 3:14) tells the cry and in his mercy poured into my God, and obey His voice.
soldiers what to do. All military officers empty heart and soul the balm of salvation.
W h e n we obey the voice of the Lord,
Now,
that follow his teaching as well as the
we are led to deny self, of all of ungodli" Wonderful things in t h e Bible I see,"
Savior's, are obliged to resign: and very
ness and worldly lusts, and to take up our
probably Cornelius did so, shortly after And
cross daily, and are taught to live soberly,
" T h i s is the dearest, that Jesus loves m e . "
his conversion to the Christian faith.
righteously, and godly in this present
CHRISTIAN SCHAEFFER.
world.
Polo, Illinois.
C. S T O N E R .
Louisville,
O.
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and as sorrow, sadness, weeping, and ihe W a s it not out of sympathy when H e saw
milder expressions of a frown and a long the sorrow and afflictions of Mary caused
face are directly the opposite from my by the death of her brother Lazarus? I
subject, of course I could not sucessfully did not say or even intimate that it was
make use of them in my article. As joy- wrong to groan when done out of symfulness, gladness, happiness, and innocent pathy as Jesus did; but we should all b e
laughter are on the side of the subject, partakers of this same love and sympathy
they are just what I must make use of. that causes us to weep with those that
Now whether laughter pleases God or weep and rejoice with those that rejoice.
displeases Him depends upon when it is I hope that these explanations will clear
indulged in, and what has caused it. T h e away all misunderstanding and bring into
Bible makes reference to laughter a great closer unity and oneness. Let us be one
many different times, sometimes with as the Savior prayed that we might be.
SAI.LIE KNIESLY.
approval and sometimes with condem- Bradford, Ohio.
nation; and if we will study into this
For the Kvaiigelieal Visitor.
matter closely, we will find the laughter
RESURRECTION AND HOLINESS.
of these different references to be altogether of a different nature. Laughter
"Blessed and holy is he that hath part
sometimes is an expression of vanity and in the first resurrection." W e believe that
wickedness, sometimes it is an expression this passage has reference to the raising
of joy and happiness. It was the Savior of the dead at the last day: First, because
Himself that said, "Blessed are ye that in comparing Scripture we find t h e final
weep now; for ye shall l a u g h " . With judgment and resurrection spoken of in
these words before us, innocent laughter the latter part of the books, so also here,
cannot be successfully condemned; there while repentance and conversion have
is a great difference between the sinful their places earlier in their writings;
injurious laughter of wickedness that will secondly, the word teaches that Christ is
sometimes even t r y to belittle the true the first that arose from t h e dead and
worship of God, and the pure innocent afterwards they who are Christ's at His
laughter which harms no one, but rather coming. Now as Christ's resurrection is
cheers the heart and lightens the burdens past, the first that will rise from the dead
of life. T h e Bible is a perfect book, and will be His followers "for the trumpet
treats upon different sides of the same shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
subject; and in order to understand incorruptible and we shall be changed. "
it rightly we must take the whole of it. 1 Cor. 1 5 : 5 2 . It is the object of the
If we only select passages here and there Gospel to separate those who are truly
we will get a onesided view of it and fail to converted to God from the wicked already
get the true meaning. God is a tender in this world and to have them live pure
They once enjoyed their Lord, which loving father, H e wants us to be happy,
and holy lives while here. This may be
enjoyment was realized only by obedience and His laws, if obeyed, will tend to our
done by a filial regard to the precept that
but by again looking out upon the things highest peace and happiness. His voice
the W o r d gives for our discipline, while
of the world and cherishing a desire for to His true, humble children, so long as
we live in this present world; for when we
the same, the sight of the cross was lost, they are obedient, always is, Rejoice and
are converted we receive the spirit of God,
the eyes became darkened and thereby be glad. It is only when we disobey that
which will lead or guide us into all
became unable to prove t h e spirits of we need to repent in sackcloth and ashes.
" t r u t h " ; and the truth, if received and
which many are gone out to deceive.
The Bible teaches that the Christian has obeyed out of love, will make us free, or in
JACOB. N. E N G L E .
the greatest reason to be joyful and truly other words, will sanctify or purify us and
happy, and there may be, yes should be, this process will continue. W e are all the
For the Evangelical Visitor.
an outward expression of the same. A time adding to our faith, virtue, knowAN EXPLANATION.
smile and a pleasant countenance are out- ledge, temperance, patience, godliness,
ward expressions of happiness, while a brotherly kindness, and charity, and t h e
With t h e kindly permission of t h e frown and a long face are expressions of more we have of these principles t h e
Editor, I will say by way of explanation sadness; a merry peal of innocent laughter further we are separated from the world ;
of my article on "Cheerfulness" that by is an outward expression of happiness, and these will also b e raised before t h e
some of its expressions, I did not mean while a groan is an expression of sorrow; sinners in the morning of that great day.
all that has evidently suggested itself to and yet all this does not necessarily con- Let us then aim to live righteous and holy
the minds of some of my readers.
demn the Savior because H e groaned and lives, so that we may be found worthy of
Objections have arisen chiefly from wept. Let us turn to the Bible and see the first resurrection.
mistaking my meaning. T h e Bible speaks why it was that Jesus groaned and wept. Cantov, Ohio.
J . E. MISHLER.
of " a time to weep and a time to l a u g h ; "

Since obedience to the will of God leads
the soul into a narrow way, it has a purifying influence, (i Pet. 1:22,) and points us
in the direction of the apostle's admonition.
'' Follow after peace and holiness, without
which no man shall see the L o r d . "
But why suffer all this ?
First, Because being thus engaged we
have exceeding great and precious promises. If we suffer we shall also reign with
Him, and the sufferings of this present
time are not worthy to be compared with
the glory which shall be revealed in us.
Again, being partakers of Christ's sufferings, when His glory shall be revealed we
shall be made glad with exceeding joy.
Second, W e become more conformed
to the image of Christ who being " t h e
captain of our salvation was made perfect
through suffering." Though h e were a
son yet learned he obedience by the things
which h e suffered who also "humbled
himself and became obedient unto death,
even the death of the cross."
While some who have enlisted under
the banner of King Emmanuel may have
unfalteringly obeyed every command of
the master, and with a single eye could
perceive and tread in his foot-prints, there
are many, alas! too many, who have faltered who once, as the Galatians did, run
well, but have been hindered through
some cause. But this persuasion cometh
not of Him that hath called them, but of
the adversary of souls, who ' ' walketh
about as a roaring lion seeking whom he
may devour."
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O U R AGENTS are doing good work in lowly Savior have no right to go to law
obtaining subscribers; both old and new with one another, nor to go to war, neither
A RELIGIOUS MONTHLY JOURNAL
are coming in freely, and if the work have they a right to conform to the ways
Published in the interest of the Church of continues as it has during this month, it and fashions of the world, but when once
the Brethren in Christ commonly called in will not be long until we can expect to truly converted to God we must be humble
the United States " River Brethren" and in have to issue the VISITOR semi-monthly. and make good use of God's Holy word
Canada " Tunkers " for the exposition of true W e trust that all will make an earnest efand prayer and self-denial, so that we
practical piety among all classes, at one dolfort
to
push
the
work
until
we
will
have
may grow in grace and go on to perfection.
lar a year, or fifty cents for six months. Specithe desired number. W e had printed and
Dear brother, please favor me with a
men copies free.
directed to be sent out with the Oct, No. few copies of the V I S I T O R and other literaEdited by H. DAVIDSON, White Pigeon, Mich., to a prospectus or subscription list which ture of your church. *If I get and find the
whom all communications are to be addressed. will be of great help to those who desire light and information I expect and hope
to canvass for subscriptions; and if any of to get through its instrumentalities 1 shall
November 1, 1S88.
our agents have been overlooked or desire make a great sacrifice in the way of
more, send in your orders we still have a changing my present location and go
«S» Entered at the Post Office at Elkhart, Ind.,
supply
on hand.
where I can find church privileges. But
second class mail matter.
more hereafter, I will close for this time.
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To CORRESPONDENTS.—Write only on one side of the
paper with black ink, and not too near the edge.
i&§^ No communication will be inserted without
the author's name. Not necessarily for publication,
but as a guarantee of good faith.
All communications for this and each subsequent
issue of the "Visitor" should be in not later than the
fifteenth of the month.
I F YOU wish your papers changed from one Post
Office to another, always give the Office wrhere you
now receive it, as well as the Office to which you desire
it sent.
If you do not receive the VISITOR in ten days from
date of issue write us and we will send you the necessary No.
If you desire to know when your subscription expires, look on the printed tag, on which your name and
address is, and that will state to what date payment is
made. For instance, April 88 means, that the subscription h a s been paid u p to that date. If you find any
error in the date please notify us and we will make the
correction.
To those who do not wish to take the VISITOR longer
we would say, when you wrrite us to discontinue the
Visitor, please send us also the balance of j'our subscription u p to the date at which you wish to have it
discontinued, and it will receive our prompt attention.
Send Money by Post Office Money Order, Registered
Letter, or Bank Draft, tcnHenry Davidson, IVhite Pigeon,
Michigan.

" I AM the way, the truth, and the life;
no man cometh unto the Father but by
me."—JESUS.

" L O V E not the world neither the things
that are in the world. If any man love
the world, the love of the Father is not in
him." i John 2:15.
BENEVOLENT FUND.
P. Rhodes for semi-monthly VISITOR,
$1.00

From A Sister

$5 oo

W E MUST again remind our correspondents that it is absolutely necessary for
them to sign their full name and address
somewhere on every article they send us
for publication in t h e V I S I T O R . If you do

not wish to have it appear in print please
state so and we will respect your wish,
but give us your name all the same, we
need it for our own protection and reference.

W E FREQUENTLY receive letters of inquiry from different localities with referCHURCH NEWS.
ence to the doctrine of the church, and in
order to give some idea of the nature of
O C T . 15, we have just held our lovethe inquiry and the apparent hunger that
feast
and to me it has been a feast to the
there is for the old way—the Gospel way—
soul.
The word of life was held forth with
we publish a few extracts from a letter we
power,
and we hope that there was seed
received lately, from a person living in
one of the southern states, which we give sown which will take root and spring up
and bring forth fruit unto life eternal.
below:
Ministers present from adjoining districts
Oct. 8, 1888.
were Peter Rhodes of Clarence Centre,
My dear friend and brother in Christ:—
Christian Wenger of Walpool, and SamI have of late been thinking a great
uel Doner of Nottawa. T h e mission board
deal of what I had witnessed a number of
of Canada have been empowered to select
years ago, when I traveled through the
and send out ministers to spread the Gosstate of Penn. While I worked as a jourpel, and they have called on Samuel Baker
neyman shoemaker in Lancaster Co., I
of Gormley and John W . Hoover of South
met with a people who made a deep and lastCayuga, to make a commencement by
ing impression on me by their true Christian
taking a tour through the western part of
piety and humility, and straight, upright
Ont. They are to commence about the first
dealings with mankind who are known
of Nov. May the prayers of the church
by the name of " R i v e r Brethren;" and
go up to the throne of Grace in behalf of
since in the mercy and providence of God
these brethren that their labors might be
I have been led out of nature's darkness,
crowned with success, that many souls
into God's saving light, and sunshine of
might yet be rescued that are drifting
the grace of the Gospel, and not finding
down the stream.
H . R. H E I S E .
that solid comfort among m y present
Victoria
Square.
association of Christians, owing to so
much worldliness and practices which are
contrary to God's "holy word, I am led to TO THE DEAR READERS OF THE VISenquire and pray for guidance from on ITOR, I would say; the brethren of Rainhigh so as to gain the great object I have ham and South Cayuga are still -ncourin view. Having learned that you are
aged to go on in the service of the Master.
publishing a church paper called T H E
Two more were added to the church.
E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R , I desire to see a
On the 21st of Sept. at 10 A. M. the
copy of it. I hope also to learn somethingbrethren congregated at Rainham in the
more about the principles and doctrines
Mennonite Church, near to Lake Erie,
ol your church. I am now a member of
for the purpose of receiving a young sister
the
church, but I am not satisfied and a brother.
T h e day was fair and
with my baptism, as I am a believer in after preaching service by Bro. Asa Bearss
trine immersion and feet-washing. I be- in English and A . Winger in German,
lieve that the followers of the meek and Elder Winger led the candidates down
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into the water and baptized them according
to the commandments, and they rose to walk
in newness of life. . May they ever be a
light to the world and Heaven be their
home! But we regret to say the young
sister met with an accident on the next
day (the 22d), as she went to Walpool
love-feast in company with Bro. J. C. Sider
her uncle. While visiting her uncle's
there, Sister Sider and he were driving,
and their horse took fright and upset the
buggy and hurt the young Sister, so that
she was unable to commune. But we are
thankful to God it was not worse.
J.

W.

HOOVER.
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other members of the German Baptist bers. Bro. J. H . Smith is a minister, and
Church. T h e object of this visit was is a zealous worker in the vineyard of the
mainly to look over the field and the nat- Lord and quite a help in the work. O u r
ure of mission work in this city. My meetings have not been so largely atobservation together with what others tended as we would like to see them.
who have had some experience told me, This is owing partly because many of the
would impress m y mind that there is a residents of the neighborhood are not a
large field open for mission work; and church going people. Yet our meetings
that to engage in it with a view to success, have been fairly interesting, and on Sunit will require some qualified person or day nights the house has been well filled.
persons, and will neccessarily be attended And while we have not seen our labors
with a great deal of expense, and in crowned with as much success as we
my mind would require a special action would like or as may be expected by
upon the part of General Council. I left those interested, yet we have still some
the city on the eve of the 18th, and next reasons to be encouraged. Up to the
stopped with friends at South Bend, Ind., present time three young souls (Brethwhere according to previous arrangement ren's children), have come out on the
I held two appointments in a Tunker Meet- Lord's side, and with proper care and
ing-house three miles north of the city. training they may become established and
On the morning of the 21st I turned my may become faithful soldiers for Jesus and
steps towards White Pigeon, and arrived instruments for good in the vineyard of
at Bro.-Davidson's about 1 P. M. W e the Lord. May the Lord sustain them in
were glad once more to meet in the provi- this their youthful and wise choice. W e
dence of God.
also have prospects of getting more help
soon.
W e expect Bro. Herr of Dayton,
But here I was doomed to some disapOhio,
to
join us by to-morrow, and we welpointment in not meeting Bro. Long as I
had expected. Here it was my privilege come him and trust that he will come full
to meet upwards of twenty of the dear of the Spirit of the Master, and that his
brethren and sisters from Ind., and Bro. going out may be blessed to the good of
and Sister Smith from Vermontville, many precious souls.

As many of the dear brethren and
sisters throughout the church are deeply
interested in the missionary work to which
the Lord, through the church in council,
met at Gravelton, Ind., May 16th, 17th,
and 13th, 18SS, appointed Bro. T. A. Long
of Howard, Pa., and the writer as traveling missionaries during this Conference
year, I would therefore say that, after having made all necessary arrangements to
leave my home and family, and also of
meeting Bro. Long at White Pigeon,
Lest I take up too much space in the
Mich., on the 21st of Sept.; I accordingly Mich., in a communion meeting held in
the
Brethen's
Meeting-house
on
the
22d
columns
of the V I S I T O R I will now close
on the 13th of Sept. bade farewell to loved
and
23d.
This
was
a
glorious
season,
and
my
present
report b y saying to the dear
ones and committed them to the keeping
of a loving Father, and also myself to the many living testimonies were given for brethren and sisters that their prayers
keeping as well as guidance of Him who the cause of our blessed Redeemer, and have so far been answered that I have
has "all power in heaven and on earth. Al- also many heartfelt prayers offered in enjoyed the very best of health and have
though I never left my family as I did this behalf of the mission cause as well as in had much of the Master's presence, and
time scarcely knowing whither I was going behalf of those that have charge of the I feel to-day still like trusting in His many
gracious promises. I feel to thank the
or when I should return, yet the Lord same.
wonderfully sustained me in the sacrifice
On the evening of the last and great Lord for the many kindnesses shown tothat I was called upon to make, and up to day of the feast, while many were drink- wards me and my family by brethren and
the present time I can say thus far the ing deep from the well of salvation, one sisters and many kind friends, and I still
Lord has helped and H e is to-day my soul accepted the invitation of coming to ask your continued prayers for the work
strength and shield.
Jesus to quench her thirst in the Fountain in which we are engaged that it may all
tend to the glory of God and the salvation
I will, therefore, give, through the col- of Life. T h e meeting was continued to
of souls. May the grace of our Lord and
the
evening
of
the
25th,
and
on
the
mornumns of the Visitor, an account of my travSavior Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen !
els and labor up to the present time. I first ing of the 26th I bade farewell to Bro.
Yours in Hope,
N O A H ZOOK.
stopped at Round Grove, 111., where I vis- Davidson and family, and was directed to
Tra veling
Missionary.
ited some friends and held three appoint- Corinth, Kent Co., Mich., where I found
Vermontville,
Mich.
ments in Round Grove Church. Here I two sisters, being the only members in
met quite a number of the brethren and those parts. Here I remained up to Monsisters from Clyde, 111., and preached to an day following and held five appointments.
T H E R E is truth in the adage that what
intelligent and attentive audience. It was On the first of October I left here for Ver- is well begun is already half done; but
a glorious feast to my soul and many re- montville, Eaton Co., Mich., where I ar- it is also true that that which is half
joiced with me in the hope of the glory of rived about 3 P . M. Here we commenced done will prove a failure unless it is wholly
God. O n t h e morning of t h e 17th I a series of meetings in the Chance School- done. T h e last half of a good thing is
bade farewell to kind friends and started house on the eve of the 2d, where we quite as important as the first half, and it
is often harder to keep on and finish a
for the great City of Chicago where, b y have been holding services every night. work than it was to begin it. It takes two
request, I visited Bro. B. A. Hadsell and Here there is a membership of ten mem- halves to make a whole in any sphere.
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N O T E S F R O M W A T E R L O O , O N T . There was a table on each side of the
barn floor and part way across the end,
Dear Editor:—I have been thinking a leaving an open space of three or four feet
few lines from this place might not come between the tables. At the centre of the
end table around this space the ministers
amiss to the readers of the V I S I T O R .
W e have just passed through one of the were seated, and the remainder of the tables
most delightful of summers that it has at that end were occupied with brethren
and in front by sisters, until all were
ever been our lot to enjoy.
Our autumn Love Feast, as announced seated. Then the remaining seats at the
in the V I S I T O R , was held on the 15 and table were filled up with those attending
16 of Sept. at Bro. John Wilfong's, near the meeting and all ate together.
Hespeler.
Several of our ministering
After supper was over, the brethren
brethren from adjoining districts came to took one table and the sisters the other,
cheer and encourage us with their usual and the ordinance of feet-washing was
usetul Christian admonition, which we attented to and the partaking of the
trust may be blessed of God to the church bread and wine as the emblems of the
and community here. T h e attendance broken body and shed blood of Christ.
was large.
Grand-father, Elder John Doner, who is
The Church has been feeling sad on ac- gone to his long home for more than
count of the absence of one of our minis- forty years, officiated.
tering brethren, Bro. Benjamin Hallman,
During the last fifty years I have been
who was always in his place, attending to to nearly every love-feast held here in the
all the means of grace—when not hindered. Markham district, and they were all held
He has been lying near the gate of death similar to the above. Sometimes in pleasfor the last six or eight weeks with remit- ant weather the tables were arranged
ting fever, but is slowly recovering. W e out in the open air, and sometimes some
rejoice to know that he has been able of the brethren would not sit down to the
to trust in the goodness of God through first table, but would serve those that ate
it all. Bro. Nathan Cassel was also de- and then sit and eat at the second table.
tained from the Love Feast by sickness,
Since we have the church house we
and others through family afflictions, and have arranged tables in the basement.
I myself who only now and then have been The members generally go to the tables
able to attend any of the means of grace. first and the spare room is filled up with
Since our last Love Feast, Sister Eliza others and all eat together.
SAMUEL BAKER.
Witmer, near Preston, who attended our Gormlcy, Ontario.
own and also the Black Creek Love Feast
m-m ••
in company with other brethren and sisters
THE OLD WAY.
from here, died after a day or two of sickness, aged 45 years. She left the comfortTo stand up for Jesus when it is costly,
ing hope that all was well. How very to be Bible Christians when the church
needful itis that weset our house in order; and world conspire to make the way to
for in an hour that we think not the Son heaven an easy one; to contend for the
of man may come!
C. S .
old doctrine of the apostles and prophets
New Dundee.
when it occasions great reproach; to assume that self-denial and non-conformity
For the Evangelical Visitor
to the world are essentials in our religion;
to insist upon the demonstrations of the
EARLY CUSTOMS O F T H E
spirit with power, and its attestation to
C H U R C H IN CANADA.
its own work; to declare that the old way
of the cross is the only way to God,—is
LOVE FEAST.
the special mission of the few who walk
I have been requested to give, through in white. But to do this, relying upon
the columns of the Visitor what I know of God, is to be in the furnace and not feel
the customs of the Church in holding the flames; to be. among lions, but dwelling securely. It is coming to the R e d
Love Feasts here in Markham.
The first Love Feast that I can recollect Sea, but finding a path of power, and
of being at was held in my father's barn in walls of protection. This is the miracle of
the fall of 1831. Nearly 57 years ago and Christ's religion. Dying, we live; and
the arrangement was something like this: saving our lives, we lose them.—Selected.

November 1,
For the F.vangelical Visitor.

O U R D U T Y IN T H E C H U R C H .
Dear Reader! W e truly have great
reason to rejoice in the Lord, and I as
one do rejoice that I have enlisted in the
army of Christ when young, and sometimes must wonder where I would be had
I not obeyed some of my first convictions.
Could I only say that I have obeyed all
my convictions since I have set out in the
service of the Lord!
When I was received into the Church
I formed a resolution not to make the
Church any trouble, and if we all would
be strong in this and be obedient how
much could be avoided.
W e then who have become members
of the church, or in other words branches
of the vine, have our positions and our
duties in the work of the Lord.
But I fear there are too many satisfied
to be only members. In my experience I
have seen the time that I thought there
was nothing for me to do. But the Lord
has since then shown me small duties.
Are we always willing to do the little required of us? I must acknowledge I have
not been so obedient.
Our duties are plain, our place may
appear insignificant and our blessings may
not be as others appear to be, yet if we
expect to make progress, we must familiarize ourselves with the word of God, and
also with the work. Our first duty then
is to be willing to work. W e must cultivate day by day our talents of fidelity, and
in being faithful in little, more may be
entrusted to us.
Yet I feel that amid the brotherhood
my doings were lost to notice, and that
any effort I might make would be quite
unregarded, nevertheless I must do my
duty every day and aim to be more
promptly in my place, so that every power
I may possess, may bear upon my work,
and cause me to be more resigned to the
will of God.
My convictions at times seem quite
different from some of my brethren and
sisters, yet I believe they are from God.
Let us then be obedient, so that we may
be a help to others in time of need.
" It is good for a man to bear the yoke
in his y o u t h . " Lam. 3: 27.
LIZZIE E. G I S H .

Abilene,

Kan.

'' C R E A T E in me a clean heart O God;
and renew a right spirit within me."—•

1888.
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prompted to speak and there is opportunity to do so, and we put it off, we can
never afterwards just say what we were
Do we fully understand the meaning of to say, then and there, and then are
these words, " Q u e n c h not the spirit"? we not held accountable for that undone
and if so, do we sometimes at the close of work, which we left undone merely by
the clay stop to think, Have I during the our unwillingness f Can we expect God's
day allowed the Spirit to have its free course approval for such negligence ? Do we then
with me, or have I quenched it? W h e n wonder that our way at times seems dark
we give it a thought, we find there are or thorny ? Do we not even wonder that
many ways (very many) in which we can God has allowed us so long-to continue
quench the spirit. A t home, and abroad, in such rebellion (If we may so term it)
and even perhaps when speaking to our against Him, after we were so dearly
loved ones at home, but at present our bought with the blood that was so willmind runs to the experience meeting. ingly and lovingly shed for us ?
For the Evangelical Visitor.

QUENCH NOT T H E SPIRIT.

For the F.vangelical visitor.

EVIL

SPEAKING.

" If any man among you seemeth to
be religious, a n d bridleth not his
tongue, b u t deceiveth his own heart,
this man's religion is vain." James
i: 26.

W h a t do we understand the Apostle to
mean by bridling the tongue? A r e we to
stand still and say nothing? No. W e are
to have the tongue under control, to
speak the right thing to the right person,
in the right time, place, and way. And
to forbear speaking in the same manner.
Some of the ways to bridle the tongue
How many of us are free of that sin there,
are,
"laying aside all malice and all guile
Dear brother and sister, let us strive
by listening to the experiences as they are that we " Q u e n c h not the spirit", and we and hypocrisies and envies and evil speakgiven? W e have reason to believe there rest assured we will gain strength to over- ing."
1 Peter 2:1.
are very few (if any) free of this, and if come many other evils, that would still
If you are tempted to speak evil things
of any one, first think whether it is to the
such is the case, what will we do about it ? cling to us.
glory of God; and if it is not, let me enWill we still keep on wishing it might be
From your humble sister.
treat you, my brother or sister, not to say
otherwise, hoping and praying, that we
it, not even for the sake of saying somemay yield more readily to that still small
thing. Whoever heard of a gossip that
voice? or will we determine " G o d helpFAMILY GATHERINGS.
always tells the truth, and the Revelator
i n g " to strive to overcome this great
tells us that, "All liars shall have their
hinderance to our Christian growth? If
part
in the lake which burnetii with fire
The remembrance of family gatherings
the Spirit tells us to rise a n d testify for
and
brimstone, which is the second
for
religious
retirement,
and
if
it
should
Christ at the first opportunity given, and
death."
so
prove
for
divine
worship,
has
sometimes
we put it off for the last one, do we think
then that we have done our duty, and been blessed. A n incident is related of a
I'm afraid we are nearly all more or less
God will bless us for being obedient ? T h e religious man who had been favored with in the habit of speaking of things which
farmer tells his man to plant corn in t h e many such opportunities in his father's we know not. T h e Apostle Peter says
spring, and rye in the fall; and if he would family, who was in the habit of gathering that he that will love life and see good
reverse it, would the farmer feel inclined all the members of his household at a stated days, let him refrain his tongue from
to raise the wages of that man if he would hour every evening. T h e young man had evil, and his lips that they speak no
continue to work in that way year after left his father's house, and engaged in guile, and " l e t your conversation be Yea,
year ? W e think not, and are not we work- business in another place; was tempted to yea, nay, Nay, for whatsoever is more
ing something like that for our good go to a place of amusement, perhaps it than these cometh of evil."
Yours in
GEORGE LENHERT.
Master ? II we would each of us, act as we was the theatre, which he knew was wrong. Christian love.
are prompted by the good Spirit we be- He had put down t h e pleadings of conlieve results would follow, that would be science against the act, and was drawing
REPLY TO SKEPTICS.
well worth striving for. Our meetings near the place when the clock struck. In
would be a success. W e would gain a moment he remembered that at that
VIEWS EXPRESSED IN AN AFTER-DINNER
strength. T h e chain of love, that binds us hour his honored parents, his beloved
SPEECH BY T- R. LOWELL ON RELIGION.
brothers
a
n
d
sisters,
had
sat
down
with
together would become stronger. T h e
strength of a chain is the strength only of the intention of drawing near to the Holy
" I fear that when we indulge ourselves
its weakest link. So we see we have no One, and to offer, if enabled, supplication,
in the amusement of going without a reexcuse, though we feel ourselves the very adoration, and praise. T h e striking differligion, we are not, perhaps, aware how
weakest; for it is only when we feel how ence between their engagement and that
much we are sustained at present by an
weak we are of ourselves that God can use he was about entering on, so forcibly took
enormous mass all about us of religious
us to His glory. But instead, our meetings hold of his mind, that he turned away irom
feelings and religious convictions, so that,
in the beginning are too often a drag, and the scene of sin. H e could not at that hour
whatever it may be safe for us to think—
towards the close our heart is often made so dishonor his father.
for us who have h a d great advantages,
sad to hear one after the other say, " If I
As he waited on the Lord Jesus, who and have been brought up in such a way
had obeyed I would have been one of the
that a certain moral direction has been
first," or sometimes even in the morning by this powerful remembrance had enagiven to our character—I do not know
bled
him
to
resist
the
temptation,
he
gained
some will say, " I didn't have it good, for I
what would become of the less favored
felt I should speak last evening, but I Was strength, and through the washing of reclasses of mankind if they undertook to
generation
and
the
renewings
of
the
Holy
not willing." W e do believe if we feel
play the same game.
Ghost, became a consistent Christian.
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" W h a t e v e r defects and imperfections
T H E BURIAL O F MOSES.
There is an aspect of that burial which
may attach to a few points of the doctrinal
is sad and sorrowful. It was in a valley in
BY A L E X A N D E R R . T H O M P S O N , D . D.
system of Calvin—the bulk of which was
the land of Moab. And the land of Moab
simply what all Christians believed—it
Never had any man a more wonderful was outside of Canaan. W h a t could be
will be found that Calvinism, or any other burial. No human hands assisted at it. sadder than that the grave of Moses
ism which claims an open Bible and pro- it was not left for the winds to cover with should be on the border of the land of
claims a crucified and risen Christ, is in- the dust of the mountain the stalwart promise, but outside of it? Not where so
finitely preferable to any form of polite form of the eagle-eyed leader; nor for the many Hebrew graves were left, amid the
and polished skepticism, which gathers as dew and the rain to moisten it; nor forsand of the desert; and not where the
its votaries the degenerated sons of heroic the sunshine to waste and bleach it. It grave of Miriam lay, in Kadesh; or the
ancestors, who, having been trained in a was not left unburied. Moses died, ac- grave of Aaron, amid the cliffs of Mount
society, and educated in schools, the cording to the word of the Lord, and H e Hor. Nearer the goodly land than they.
foundations of which were laid by men of buried him in a valley in the land of On the very edge of it, but still outside.
faith and piety, now turn and kick down Moab.
The sad reason for this is best given
the ladder by which they have climbed up,
in
the very words of Holy Scripture.
The earthly life of the great leader
and persuade men to live without God,
went out as wonderfully as it came in. When the host lay encamped in the wiland leave them to die without hope.
His mother's resolute love, sorely put to derness of Zin, and there was no water,
it to save the child who was too fair to be and the people chode with Moses, then
" T h e worst kind of religion is no relig- tamely yielded to cruel murder, strong in " t h e Lord spake unto Moses, saying,
ion at all, and these men, living in ease its faith in God, trusted him in the very Take the rod, and gather thou the assemand luxury, indulging themselves in the track of the daughter of the Pharaoh, and bly together, thou and Aaron thy brother,
'amusement of going without religion,' had its swift reward in the command of and speak ye unto the rock before their
may be thankful that they live in lands her woman's heart: " T a k e this child eyes; and it shall give forth his water, and
where the Gospel that they neglect has away, and nurse it for me, and I will give thou shalt bring forth to them water out
tamed the beastliness and ferocity of the thee thy wages." W h o can doubt that it of the rock: so thou shalt give the congremen who, but for Christianity, might long was by the impulsion of the Holy Spirit gation and their beasts drink. And Moses
ago have eaten their carcasses like the that this brave Hebrew mother was led to took the rod from before the Lord, as he
South Sea Islanders, or cut off their heads make a venture so perilous, that yet re-commanded him. And Moses and Aaron
and tanned their hides like the monsters sulted in such blessed success ? W h a t gathered the congregation together before
of the French Revolution. W h e n the name this faithful mother gave him when the rock, and he said unto them, Hear
microscopic search of skepticism, which first she felt his baby breath against her now, ye rebels; must we fetch you water
has hunted the heavens and sounded the cheek, we do not know. But all after out of this rock? And Moses lifted u p
seas to disprove the existence of a Creator, ages have come to know him by the his hand, and with his rod he smote the
has turned its attention to human society, name which his deliverer gave her found- rock twice; and the water came out
and has found a place on this planet ten ling when she drew him from the water: abundantly^, and the congregation drank,
miles square where a decent man can live Moses—drawn out. W e may be sure and their blasts also. A n d the Lord
in decency, comfort and security, support- that there were other watchers than the spake unto Moses, and Aaron, Because
ing and educating his children unspoiled little Miriam around the fragile a r k ofye believed me not, to sanctify me in the
and unpolluted; a place where age is bulrushes, trusted with tears and prayers eyes of the children of Israel, therefore ye
reverenced, infancy protected, manhood to the treacherous waters of the Nile, and shall not bring this congregation into the
respected, womanhood honored, and hu- the perilous possibilities of Egyptian cru- land which I have given t h e m . "
man life held in due regard; when skeptics elty. W e may be sure that God's angels
The word of the Lord was fulfilled.
can find such a place ten miles square on and God himself were there. That the Aaron died in Mount Hor, and the
this globe, where the Gospel of Christ yet unspoken promise was being fulfilled, priesthood devolved upon Eleazar, his
has not gone and cleared the way, and "Certainly I will be with thee," and that son; and Moses died in the land of Moab,
laid the foundation and made decency thus the elect of heavenly wisdom was and the leader of the people into t h e
and security possible, it will then be in safely kept for the life of magnificent land of promise was Joshua, the son of
order for the skeptical literati to move achievement for which he was destined. Nun.
W h e n the march through the
thither and there ventilate their views. It is not strange that a life on earth so be- wilderness was over, and the children of
But as long as these men are dependent ginning should have as grand an ending, Israel lay encamped on the border of
upon the religion which they discard that the same majestic attendants who Canaan, then—so runs the later record—
for every privilege they enjoy, they gathered at his cradle should gather at the Lord said unto Moses: " G e t thee up
may well hesitate a little before they his grave; that He who put it in the heart into this mountain Abarim, and see t h e
seek to rob the Christian of his hope, and of Moses' mother to fashion an ark ofi land which I have given unto the children
humanity of its faith in that Savior who rushes which proved to be an ark of life ! of Israel. And when thou hast seen it,
alone has given to man that hope of life to him, should, when his earthly life had thou also shalt be gathered unto thy peoeternal. which makes life tolerable and been completed, take in charge his body, ple, as Aaron thy brother was gathered.
society possible, and robs death of its and summon the same heavenly minis- For ye rebelled against m y commandterrors and the grave of its gloom."
t rants to fulfill their office at his burial.
ment in the desert of Zin, in the strife of
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the congregation, to sanctify me at the
water before their eyes: that is, the water
Meribah in Kaclesh in the wilderness of
Zin."
The sad story would be incomplete
without the record of his entreaty: " I besought the Lord at that time, saying, O
Lord God, thou hast begun to show thy
servant thy greatness, and thy mighty
hand: for what God is there in heaven or
in earth, that can do according to thy
works?. . . .1 pray thee, let me go over,
and see the good land that is beyond Jordan, that goodly mountain, and Lebanon.
But the Lord was wroth with me for
your sakes, and would not hear me: and
the Lord said unto me, Let it suffice thee;
speak no more unto me of this matter.
Get thee up into the top of Pisgah, and
lift up thine eyes westward, and northward, and southward, and eastward, and
behold it with thine eyes: for thou shalt
not go over this Jordan."
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before its time. And when it comes, it is that chose our birthday into earth. Once
but the step over a line, but the passing over, we shall see it. His whole precedthrough a door, but the entrance on life ure with us will be visibly a unit,—time,
immortal and heavenly. If the work ap- place, and manner. Canaan was bright
pointed to mortal life be completely done, that day when the keen eye of the leader
what remains but that the promised rest kindled into rapture at the sight of Jerifollow it? Is it better to linger till the cho's palm trees, and Ephraim's broad
bright eye grows dull, and the silver lip plains, and Judah's hills and valleys, and
dumb, till the subtile wit has failed, and Lebanon's lofty summits," and the dim,
we shrink and shiver in every blast? Or, blue distant sea. But who can doubt that
if it please God that it be so, is it not heaven was brighter, when life had gone
better to go without all this into life im- up into life eternal ?
mortal? Never to have less of life than
Then the company! T o an earthly
we have in life's best days here; with an eye there was no company. Only a lone
eye that is not dim, and a strength that is man going out from the encampment that
not abated, to lay our head on the lap of lay in broad lines at the foot of the mountGod, as we used to lay it on our mother's ain, who went climbing up the ravines
lap and fall asleep to wake in life immortal! till he came to the very summit. There
And then as to the place of this death broke on his entranced vision the magand burial. It was not in Canaan, but it nificent landscape.
Long and eagerly,
was in full sight of Canaan. W h a t a stu- with his eye flashing and his lip quiverpendous work had come to its complete- ing with unutterable emotion, we may beness! Forty years in the court of the lieve that he gazed, while the Lord
Then finally comes the record of his strongest of earth's kingdoms, and forty showed him the land promised to Abradeath and burial. " A n d Moses went up years' communion with God in the desert, ham, Isaac, and Jacob. A n d then that
from the plains of Moab unto the mountain had been the preparation for it. And glorious vision glided into another ineffaef Nebo, to the top of Pisgah, that is over here was its grand ending. Between lay bly more glorious, which no mortal
against Jericho: and the Lord showed him the successful struggle with the most tongue could describe.
all the land of Gilead unto Dan, and all potent of earthly dynasties, the wonderful
W h a t followed is only told in the briefNaphtali, and the land of Ephraim, and exodus through the cloven sea, the awful est way, and as can be fairly conjectured
Manasseh, and all the land of Judah, unto experience at Sinai, the compacted na- from later Scripture. The Lord was with
the utmost sea, and the south, and the tionality, the fully organized church, the him. Moses died there, according to the
plain of the valley of Jericho, the city of divine revelation, put in form to last until word of the Lord. H e buried him. No
palm-trees, unto Zoar. And the Lord said the end of time, the forty years of march man knew of his sepulcher. But there is
unto him, This is the land which I sware and miracle, until, at length, the goodly that mysterious scripture by St. Jude:
unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, heritage lay just across the river. What "Michael the archangel . . . contending
saying, I will give it unto thy seed: I have a life-work was here! W h a t better time with the devil . . . about the body of Mocaused thee to see it with thine eyes, but to die could have been found for the great ses." The words are best taken to mean
thou shalt not go over thither. So Moses chieftain ? W h a t fitter moment at which what they seem to mean. The next time
the servant of the Lord died there in the to transmit the leadership of the host to that mortal eyes will behold the body of
land of Moab, according to the word of the younger soldier at his side? God Moses will be on the Mount of Transfiguthe Lord. And he buried him in a valley knew it. H e knows always when our ration. And between is the mysterious
work on earth is done; when all that He
in the land of Moab."
conflict in which angels are the contestants.
means to do by us here is accomplished.
But there is an aspect of this death and W e may not be able to see it. With The chariots and horsemen of God came
burial in which they are anything but eager heart, and brain full of plans for an for Elijah. There were angels seen by the
sorrowful. First, as to Moses himself. earthly future, we may shrink from the holy women keeping watch in the sepulHe was a hundred and twenty years old, thought of leaving them. But life eternal chre of the Lord Jesus. These lifts of the
which in that early time was life's superb is the eternity of life. If a man keep curtain discover to us an integral part of
completeness. " H i s eye was not dim, Christ's saying he shall never see death. their mighty, holy ministry.
nor his natural force abated." H e never W e can never cease to be ourselves.
And now what a wealth of suggestion
knew decrepitude nor decay. W h e n a Everything integral to us we carry with is there in this death and burial of Moses!
man among us dies in his prime, we are us into heaven. If life here has become "Moses the servant of the Lord died
apt to bewail him as having prematurely love, service, communion, holy and heav- there in the land of Moab, according to
fallen. If the life that now is were all, enly, life beyond will be love, service, the word of the Lord. And he buried him
there would be some reason for such lam- communion, holy and eternal. The same in a valley in the land of Moab, over
entation. But the life that now is is not redeeming love leads us up thither that against Beth-peor: but no man knoweth
all. Here is but the beginning. This mor- led us in here. T h e same unerring wis- of his sepulcher unto this day." The death
tal life is not the house, but the flight of dom chooses our birthday into heaven and burial of Moses were according to
steps up to the house. Death cannot come
the will and word of the Lord. And so
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our death and burial will be. T h e time common, but visits without a word 01
when, the place where, the method by act to show that we are a '' peculiar peowhich, we are to go from mortal life to ple," walking in the " n a r r o w way," of
life immortal, are divinely ordered. Life's which Christ says "few there be that find
beginning for us on earth depends on the it."
will of God. Immortal life's beginning for
It is a terrible responsibility to own a
us in Paradise depends equally on the will fine house, and have the basket and store
of God. W e may believe that our life on bountifully supplied, and not invite the
earth will continue until his purpose in it Lord Jesus to make one of the guests.
is accomplished. Then will come life im- To be ashamed to speak his name at our
mortal and eternal.
' ' Precious in the tables and in our parlors among invited
sight of the Lord is the death of his saints." guests is a strange inconsistency when we
Over their buried bodies his angels keep depend upon His welcome at heaven's
watch until the morning of the resurrec- gate for our deliverance from everlasting
tion, whether their places of burial be woe. If the Christian of to-day would reknown and watched over by men or no. solve never to have " a visit without
No man knew of the sepulcher of Moses. prayer," or in which prayer could not
But the Lord knew of it, and his angels be appropriately offered, it might save
kept vigil over it. And so there may be our country for Christ. Snatch the youth
many another burial-place of which the from the clutches of the devourer, and
like is true. " N o man knoweth of it." hasten the day when all shall know the
Under the deep sea, in some lonely desert, Lord.—Selected.
in some neglected spot which has fallen
M • ^
out of the remembrance of men. But out
LOAFING MINISTERS.
of the knowledge and remembrance of
heaven it will never be. T h e Lord knowAn idler is the devil's apprentice, and
eth it. His angels guard the treasure in it. it will be strange if he does not soon turn
Unknown of men, it is yet a true cemetery, him out a finished workman. A man
—a sleeping-place. A t the signal of the who is too lazy to work is not usually too
Lord the sleepers will awake. '' Thou shalt holy to sin; and a minister of the gospel
call and I will answer thee: thou wilt have a who has too much dignity to keep himdesire to the work of thine hands." self steadily employed, may be expected
" O grave, where is t h y v i c t o r y ? " to fall into some snare that Satan sets for
" W h e t h e r we live, we live unto the Lord; men who are not kept busy. There is
and whether we die, we die unto the Lord: nothing better for the souls and bodies of
whether we live therefore, or die, we are ministers of the Gospel, than fervent
the Lord's. For to this end Christ both prayer, faithful study of the Bible, devout
died, and rose, and revived, that he meditation, and enough good, honest, lamight be Lord both of the dead and borious work, to keep from idleness and
living."—Siuiday-School Times.
loafing.
Brooklyn, N. V.
Many a man has been beguiled into
disgrace and ruin who might have been
prospered, honored, and blessed, if he
PRAY TOGETHER.
had been driven tvith hard work, instead
John Eliot, was in the habit of saying, of being left-to amuse himself and kill
when visiting among clergymen, "Breth- time, playing the dandy and loafing
ren, the Lord takes much notice of what among his people. A tent-maker's threeis done among his ministers when they cornered needle, or even an old apostolic
are together. Come, let us pray before fishing-net, or wood-saw, a shovel or a
we p a r t ; " and in visiting a family, " L e t spade, and a sufficient pressure of poverty
us pray down the blessing of heaven to induce their vigorous use among the
honest sons of toil, would be far more
upon your family before we g o . ' '
The Lord does take notice what is conducive to spiritual health than diligent
done among his professed followers when daily exercise with a croquet mallet, or
they meet socially.
I fear John Eliot regular employment at "bottoming chairs"
would find some difficulty in introducing in some rendezvous for wags, loafers and
prayer at tire close of some of the social story-tellers.
gatherings

held

by church

members.

T h e Presbyterian

November 1,

" M o r e than twenty years ago .one of
our friends took a long trip, in which h e
tarried for a night at the pleasant town of
S
. T h e next day he called on the
minister of the place. Having sat a short
time, the pastor proposed a walk to the
business part of t h e town.
T h e two
friends came to a store with a porch to it.
They were soon seated on some boxes or
benches. One by one the company increased.
O u r traveler soon perceived
that this was the usual resort of a number
of men. T h e boxes and benches of pine
were a good deal cut u p with knives.
The stain or juice of tobacco was unpleasant, indeed disgusting.
O u r traveler
soon left, and with painful apprehensions
of that company. H e heard that the pastor often spent a part of his mornings
there. His studies were neglected. T h e
sick and afflicted among his people were
not visited. That pastor has long since
made a shipwreck of character and usefulness.
T h e traveler lately sent this
message to a young minister who was
falling into like habits: ' O h ! stay at
home! Mind your book.
Pray and
work against habits of idleness. Don't
sit on boxes about the village, Take
heed lest you fall also.'
"Set.
OLD JOHN BARRY
A TRUE INCIDENT.

On the summit of Washington Mountain, overlooking the Housatonic Valley,
stood a hut, the home of John Barry, a
poor charcoal-burner, whose family consisted of his wife and himself. His occupation brought him but few dollars, and
when cold weather came he had managed
to get together only a small provision for
the Winter. This Fall, after a Summer
of hard work, he fell sick, and was unable to keep his fires going. So, when
the snow of December, 1874, iell, and the
drifts had shut off communication with
the village at the foot of the mountain,
John and his wife were in great straits.
Their entire stock of food consisted of
only a few pounds of salt pork and a
bushel of potatoes; sugar, flour, coffee and
tea had, early in December, given out,
and the chances for rep'enishing the
larder were slim indeed.

The snow-storms came again, and the
relates the following drifts deepened, AH the roads, even in

Visits without prayer are not only too instance, which illustrates this (subject;

the valley, were impassable, and no one

1
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thought of trying to open the mountain and wanting food." So saying, the good message, however pressing, was carried
highways, which even in Summer were deacon arose and proceeded to dress him- in; whatever it was—of life or death—it
only occasionally traveled, and none gave self. " C o m e , wife, waken our boy Willie, had to wait until the signal was withdrawn.
the old man and his wife a thought. and tell him to feed the horses and getEvery one knew that God and Gordon
December 15th came, and with it the ready to g o with me; and do you pack were alone there together."
heaviest fall of snow experienced in Berk- up in the two largest baskets you have, a
W h a t a reproof this is to those who
shire county, in many years. T h e food good supply of food, and get us an early live from " hand to m o u t h " as regards
of the old couple on the mountain was breakfast, for I am going up the moun- prayer ! If the morning holds a quiet
now reduced to a day's supply, but John tain to carry the food I know John Barry hour, if the ones comprising our little
did not yet despair. He was a Christian needs."
world would keep away from us and give
and a God-fearing man, and his promMrs. Brown accustomed to the sudden us a chance, if the wants do not press in
ises were remembered; and so, when impulses of her good husband, and be-too clamorously, and above all, if we can
evening came, and the northeast gale was lieving him to be always in the right, do it unobtrusively—in a way that tells
blowing and the fierce snow-storm raging, cheerfully complied, and after a hot break- none what we are about—we withdraw
John and his wife were praying and ask- feast, Deacon Brown and his son Willie, and hold communication with the One
ing for help.
a boy of nineteen, hitched up the horses our faith holds to, condensing or expandIn Sheffield Village, ten miles away, to the double sleigh, and then with a ing the time as circumstances seem to
lived Deacon Brown, a well-to-do farmer month's supply of food, and a "Good-bye warrant.
of fifty years old, who was noted for his mother," started at five o'clock on that
Is this not true?
Is this not a fair
piety and consistent deportment, both as cold December morning for a journey representation of the way most of us draw
a man and a Christian. T h e deacon and that almost any other than Deacon Brown our heavenly store for the day's need?
his wife had gone to bed early, and, in and his son would not have dared to un- Now, not until we systematize, and come
spite of the storm raging without, were dertake. T h e northeast storm was still out boldly and say, " I must have this
sleeping soundly, when with a start, the raging, and the snow falling and drifting daily supply of grace, and I will:" not
deacon awoke, and said to his wife: fast, but on, on went the stout, well-fed until we place the day's duties back of us
team on its errand of mercy, while the resolutely at some stated hour, and say
" W h o spoke? W h o ' s t h e r e ? "
" W 7 h y , " said his wife, " n o one here occupants of the sleigh, wrapped up in to them, " W a i t , " can we hope to scale
but you and me. W h a t is the matter blankets a n d extra buffalo robes urged the higher wall where the sun rests conthe horses through the drifts and in the tinually and the soul finds benediction
with you ?''
face
of the storm. That ten miles' ride, waiting at each day's end.— The Mo" I heard a voice," said the deacon,
which
required in the Summer hardly an ravian.
'' saying, ' Send food to J o h n . ' ' '
• MI m~m^
hour
or
two, was not finished until the
"Nonsense," replied Mrs. Brown: " g o
FROM A YOUNG BROTHER.
Deacon's watch showed that five hours
to sleep; you've been dreaming."
The deacon laid his head on his pillow, had passed. At last they drew up in front
As I feel it a duty to write a few lines
and was asleep in a minute. Soon he of the hut where the poor, trusting Chris- for the Visitor, I will try by the help of
started up again, and waking his wife, tian man and woman were on their knees God to do so. I was about fourteen years
exclaimed: "There, I heard that voice praying for help to Him who is always old when the Lord first called me, but it
the hearer and answerer of prayer, and
again, 'Send food to John.' "
was about a year before I obeyed. I have
' ' ' Well, well!'' said Mrs. Brown. "Dea- as the deacon reached the door he heard now accepted His call and my desire is to
con you are not well; your supper has the voice of supplication, and then he be faithful and obedient to my Master. I
not agreed with you. Lie down and try knew that the voice which awakened him was baptized July 1st, 18S8. I have been
from sleep was sent from heaven. H e
to sleep.''
afflicted for nearly two years and am still
knocked at the door; it was opened, and
Again the deacon closed his eyes, and
so, and I feel it is for my own good, for it
we can imagine the joy of the old couple
again came the voice, " S e n d food to
is only through this that I have yielded.
when the generous supply of food was
J o h n . " This time the deacon was thorThe Lord has many ways to bring us to
carried in and the thanksgivings that were
oughly awake. " W i f e ; " said he, " w h o m
Him. I am willing to wait upon the Lord;
uttered by the starving tenants of that
do we know named John who needs
for H e has also revealed to me that He has
mountain hut.—Selected.
food?"
power to heal the diseases of the body, as
well as the sin-sick soul. I feel that if I
" N o one I remember," replied Mrs.
T H E W H I T E SIGNAL.
am patient and willing to wait His own
Brown, "unless it be John Barry, the old
appointed time, I m a y be made whole
charcoal-burner on the mountain."
again. I do n o t feel discouraged, but I
It
is
told
of
Charles
George
Gordon
" T h a t ' s i t , " exclaimed the deacon.
want to go on in this work doing good
that,
when
in
Soudan,
one-half
hour
each
" N o w I remember, when I was at the
whenever I can. I love all the brethren
morning
there
lay
before
his
tent
door
a
store in Sheffield the other day, Clark,
the merchant, speaking of John Barry, white handkerchief, " A n d says the one and Sisters in the Church. I ask an intersaid: ' I wonder if the old man is alive, writing of it, " t h e whole camp knew the est in your prayers that I may hold out
. for it is six weeks since I saw him, and he significance of that small token, and most faithful and meet you all in heaven.
J O H N N I E G. N E W C O M E R .
N o foot
has not yet laid in his Winter stock of religiously was it respected.

groceries,' It must be o-d John is sick dared to enter the tent so guarded. No New Carlisle, Ohio.
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the earth, the Bible circuiaU.d among all
OBITUARIES.
people, missionaries sent to every quarter
D I E D . — O n the 29th of Sept. 188S.
of the globe, churches provided in every
Mrs.
Christian Heisey at their home in
In the pocket-book of the Hon. Stephen village of our own land and of heathen
East
Donegal
township. The funeral was
Allen, who was drowned from on board lands, and the whole world could be conheld
in
the
Brethren's
meeting house at
the '"Henry Clay", was found a printed verted to Christ without yourbeing called
Cross
Roads,
Oct.
i,
by
the Brethren.
slip, apparently cut from a newspaper, of on for a single gift, would you have it so?
A
husband
and
a
large
family
of children
which the following is a copy. It is worthy Would you openly rejoice over the fact
to be placed in every newspaper and en- that such a blessed consummation cost survive. Sister Heisey was 45 years old,
graven on the heart of every young man : you nothing whatever? Could you have had a life of trials, and was for a long time
" K e e p good company, or none. Never the effrontery to arise in an assembly of ailing before the relief of death. May she
be idle. If your hands can't be usefully your neighbors and avow that this suited now be with Jesus and free from toils and
employed, attend to the cultivation of you exactly? A h ! you have neither the care.
D I E D . — Oct. the 6th, near Canton,
your mind.
Always speak the truth. courage nor the meanness requisite for
Stark Co., O. Sister Barbara Hoffman,
Make few promises. Live up to your en- such an avowal.
widow of Elder Jacob Hoffman deceased,
gagements. Keep your own secrets if you
Away down in his heart a sordid, callous, aged 81 years, 2 months, and 28 days.
have any. W h e n you speak to a person,
look him in the face. Good company covetous man might content himself with She was buried on the 8th inst. in the
and good conversation are the sinews of having neither part nor lot in the endeav- Valley Chapel cemetery, where nearly the
virtue. Good character is above all things ors and sacrifices which the gospel prompts whole family now rests. The funeral serelse. Your character can not be essentially men to make for the improvement and vices were conducted by Bro. Elias
injured except by your own acts. If any comfort of others, but lie would not care Schrock in German, and the writer in
English from Matt. 5:8.
one speaks evil of you, let your life be so to expose them to public gaze.
that no one will believe him. Drink no
Sister Hoffman—maiden name Frockler
intoxicating liquors. Ever live (misfort—was born in Dauphin county, Penn.,
une excepted) within your income, W h e n
July the 8th, 1807, where she entered
BLUNT AXES.
you retire to bed think over what you have
into matrimony with Bro. Jacob Hoffman.
done during the day. Make no haste to
This union was blessed with five children,
" I f the iron be dull,'' the wise man inbe rich if you would prosper. Small and
two sons and three daughters; all grew up
forms us that we must " p u t to the more
steady gains give competency with a
and were married; but all are dead now
strength," and a good many preachers
tranquil mind. Never play any game of
except one son, Jacob. From Dauphin
seem to have heeded this suggestion, and
chance. Avoid temptation through fear
Co., they emigrated to Bedford Co., in
when their sermons are unusually dull,
you may not be able to withstand it.
early years, and about 1850 they moved
they strive to make up for their dullness
Never borrow if you can possibly avoid it.
to Stark Co., Ohio, where both ended
by noise, fuss, and flurry. In fact, there are
Earn money before you spend it. Never
their days.
Sister Hoffman embraced
some persons whose axes appear never to
run into debt unless you see a way to get
religion when quite young and lived a
have been sharpened. Some are just as
out again. Do not put off until to-morrow
consistent life, being kind, benevolent,
they came from the forge, rough and
that which should be done to-day.. Do not
and devout.
W . O. B A K E R .
coarse and blunt; and some have been
marry until you are able to support a
finished and polished till they glitter and
D I E D . — O c t . 13th 188S near New Danwife. Never speak evil of any one. Be
shine, but they have never been sharpened, ville, Lancaster Co., Pa., Ellie, daughter
just before you are generous. Keep yourand they will not cut. It is hard work of Christian and Mary Ann Binkley, in
self innocent if you would be happy. Save
to chop with dull axes; it is wearisome and her fourteenth year. She died trusting in
when you are young, to spend when you
discouraging; and those who have tried Jesus. Services by the local brethren.
are old." Read over the above maxims at
to and are still trying to, may well seek Text, last clause of 391b verse, fifth chapleast once a week.
that wisdom which is "profitable to di- ter of Mark.
Selected by a mother.
rect," and see that the axe is sharp, and
W E HAVE just heard of the death of
ready for active service.
Body and Dr. John Oberholt of Columbus City,
Iowa, a former residence of Wooster,
T H E B E N E F I C E N C E O F B E N E F I - mind, soul and spirit should be kept in Ohio. Many will remember him as one
constant
readiness
for
work,
and
in
the
CENCE.
of Wooster's ablest physicians, a verymost effective possible condition. T o do exemplary man. H e lived to a ripe age.
this it is needful to be careful about food, W e have no positive knowledge of his
BY P R O F E S S O R E . T. W O L F , D . D .
drink, labor and rest; and to maintain age, but he was probably about 80 years
such unbroken communion with the Lord old. H e was a brother of the late Mrs.
Suppose there was no need for our givas shall insure us the constant guidance Jacob Baker, of Medina, Co., Ohio, and
ing ! Suppose that the poor could be
uncle to Sister Susan and Bros. George
and assistance of the Holy Spirit; and and W . O. Baker.
If we remember
maintained, the orphans and widows supsuch familiarity with God's word as shall rightly it was with him that Bro. W . O.
ported, the suffering relieved, and misery
enable us to so use the Sword of the Baker, of Louisville, Ohio, studied mediand want everywhere removed without
Spirit that we may stand in the d a y of cine. Thus we see the scythe of time is
any contribution from your hand ! Supcutting down its victims everywhere, who
battle and vanquish every foe.—Set.
pose that the gospel could be spread over
will be the next.
S T E P H E N A L L E N ' S POCKETPIECE.

